
GPL Notes for June 11, 2013 
Time: 1:30 PM to 3:30 PM  
Location:  DEQ Headquarters (811 SW 6th Avenue, Portland OR 97204)  Room EQC B (10th floor) 
  
A:  = action item 
 
Introductions/Attendees 
 
Next GPL Meetings:  
 
 July 9, 2013 - iLinc meeting.  All participants will call in and use iLinc. 
 
 August 13, 2013 - summer skip meeting 
 
Announcements: 
ODOT is hiring a GIS Analyst (ISS 5).  The closing date is 06/23/13.  Here's the link to the job 
recruitment:  http://agency.governmentjobs.com/oregon/default.cfm?action=viewJob&jobID=656968 
 
NWGIS User Conference - Early Registration is now open.  $350 a person.  The conf. committee is also 
now accepting abstracts:  http://sunriver2013.nwgis.org/ 
 
Application for tsunami signs  - open source sign inventory…..see Cy 
  
Agency Round-table 
DOGAMI will be releasing new tsunami data by the end of July which will include high-ground assembly 
areas for the Oregon coast.  This data has been requested by FEMA, OEM, and others for emergency 
response.   
 
EPSG Codes – Sherri S. presented background information on the current EPSG codes available for 
Oregon and is looking for support and agreement by GPL to request codes that would be added to the 
current list to accommodate native lidar data.  After much discussion, a subcommittee was formed to 
work on the technical details of this issue.  The group includes Sherri Schneider, Brady Callahan, and 
Emmor Nile.  A:  This workgroup will work on this and make a recommendation to GPL by the 
September meeting. 
 
Beach Access Points data discussion:  Rachel initiated a discussion about beach access point data and it's 
availability.  Parks (OPRD) and DLCD both have administration responsibilities with respect to specific 
access points along the coastline.  Much of the confusion with this data surrounds the definition of "beach 
access points".  After much discussion, it was determined that this data layer fits within the Coastal FIT 
group where Tanya Haddad (DLCD) is the Chair.  A:  Milt and Tanya will initiate a meeting of relevant 
parties (OPRD, DLCD, DOGAMI, Marine Board, others....?) to discuss the various definitions and use 
cases in an effort to create one or more data layers that can be considered authoritative data for 
distribution and use of others. 
 
A: Rachel asked for agencies to email her and let her know if you have and use your own 
critical/essential facilities data and let her know what it is, the source, and how it was created if it is an 
agency/internal data layer.  She is working on a project to accumulate and evaluate critical/essential 
facilities data for the State Hazard Mitigation Plan and is looking for all data sources available for this 
type of data. 
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Presentation by DEQ - Malavika Bishop, Steve Albers, Chris S. 
 
Map Element Standard Update/Review - Milt H. (GEO) 
Milt made the changes requested by GPL in April and has a new document ready for review.  There was a 
discussion about who the Standard applies to.  The Standard is for State agencies and is also a best 
practices guideline for all other users in the State.  A:  Milt will again make very minor changes to the 
document and send it out for public comment/review for 45 calendar days. 
 
FIT Proposals Update - Cy S. (GEO) 
Cy received all of the reviews and recommendations back from the 3 review teams and all agreed that 9 
of the 10 proposals would move forward to OGIC for approval.  The Safer Oregon proposal will not be 
funded.  The recommendation to OGIC is that the extra money left on the table will be used for those 
entities/groups with successful proposals in the initial review process in order to amend additional 
tasks/options to their current proposals. 
 
Imagery Explorer DEMO - Dave Mather (GEO) 
 
 
 


